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Middleware
Services location, Group communication shared memory, ...
Transport and Network Layer
TCP protocol, Routing, Addressing, Location, Multicasting, 
Interconnection, ...
Medium Access Control Layer
802.11a/b/g, Bluetooth (802.15), HiperLAN, Power Control,Ă
Physical Layer
Adaptive modulation , Coding , OFDM, MIMO ... 
FHMA, TDMA, CDMA,Ă
Application 1 Application 2 Application  k
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450   QPSK symbols
1200 QPSK symbols
6000 QPSK symbols
225   16−QAM symbols
600   16−QAM symbols
3000 16−QAM symbols
112   256−QAM symbols
300   256−QAM symbols
1500 256−QAM symbols
150   64−QAM symbols
400   64−QAM symbols
3000 64−QAM symbols
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HC−MCM (NC, NPC)=(8, 8) BPSK
modulated PC/HC−MCM (NC, NPC)=(8, 4) BPSK
PC/HC−MCM (NC, NPC)=(8, 4)
HC−MCM (NC, NPC)=(32, 32) QPSK
modulated PC/HC−MCM (NC, NPC)=(32, 18) QPSK
PC/HC−MCM (NC, NPC)=(32, 16)
BPSK OFDM (NC>>1)
QPSK OFDM (NC>>1)
8 QAM OFDM (NC>>1)
128 QAM OFDM (NC>>1)
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HC−MCM,                           ΔfT=0.125
modulated PC/HC−MCM,  ΔfT=0.227
HC−MCM,                           ΔfT=0.25
modulated PC/HC−MCM,  ΔfT=0.384
HC−MCM,                           ΔfT=0.375
modulated PC/HC−MCM,  ΔfT=0.54
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ΔfT=1        PC−OFDM
ΔfT=0.5     modulated PC/HC−MCM
ΔfT=0.25   modulated PC/HC−MCM
ΔfT=0.125 modulated PC/HC−MCM
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0.5, 2bfT LΔ = =
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BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128
BPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128
QPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128
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BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128
BPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128
QPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128
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BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128
BPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128
QPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128
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BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128
BPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128 (ZP−OFDM)
QPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128 (ZP−OFDM)
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BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32, Fn=14
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64, Fn=7
BPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128, Fn=4
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=32, Fn=14
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=64, Fn=7
QPSK, JTC94 fading, NC=128, Fn=4
BPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128, Fn=4
QPSK, Rayleigh fading, NC=128, Fn=4
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NC=64,  SNR=30 dB
NC=64,  SNR=35 dB
NC=64,  SNR=40 dB
NC=32,  SNR=30 dB
NC=32,  SNR=35 dB
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NC=64,  SNR=30 dB
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NC=64,  SNR=30 dB
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SNR=35 dB, SINR=10 dB,   QPSK
SNR=35 dB, SINR=5 dB,     QPSK
SNR=30 dB, SINR=−5 dB,    QPSK
SNR=25 dB, SINR=−10 dB,  QPSK
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SNR=30 dB, SINR=−10 dB
SNR=35 dB, SINR=−5 dB
SNR=40 dB, SINR=−5 dB
SNR=40 dB, SINR=10 dB
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JTC94 fading,    M=16, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=32, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=64, BER
Rayleigh fading, M=64, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=64,   PER, F
n
=3
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JTC94 fading,    M=16, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=32, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=64, BER
Rayleigh fading, M=64, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=64,   PER, F
n
=3
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JTC94 fading,    M=16, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=32, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=64, BER
Rayleigh fading, M=64, BER
JTC94 fading,    M=64, PER, F
n
=2
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